NOTICE TO CENTRES

FAO: Head of Psychology

Date: July 2008

Subject: GCE Psychology Specification H168/H568

GCE PSYCHOLOGY SPECIFICATION ADVANCED SUBSIDIARY GCE H168 AND ADVANCED GCE H568

SECTION 5.3 GRADING, PARAGRAPH 3 SHOULD READ:

OCR converts each raw mark for each unit to a uniform mark. The maximum uniform mark for any unit depends on that unit’s weighting in the specification. In these Psychology specifications, the four units of the Advanced GCE specification have UMS weightings of 15%/35%/25%/25% (and the two units of the AS GCE specification have UMS weightings of 30%/70%). The UMS totals are 60/140/100/100 respectively. Each unit’s raw mark grade boundary equates to the uniform mark boundary at the same grade. Intermediate marks are converted on a pro-rata basis.

Any enquiry about this notice should be referred to the OCR Customer Contact Centre, (01223 553998), OCR, 1 Hills Road, Cambridge, CB1 2EU.